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Searching with Agents

Contextual searches need to account for information within a query and the data itself. 

1. Clean up the query and split it into search terms, location, and spatial operations. 

2. Move search actions into specialised search agents.

3. Rank results by relevance to the query before returning to the requestor.

The search coordinator can get results from any agent, without worrying whether it:

Ÿ directly connects to a data store;

Ÿ links to a web service;

Ÿ uses other agents;

Ÿ Locks secure data behind privacy rules(authorisation steps can be added to the 
agent linker for secure access).

Inside an Agent
Each agent maintains context about its data, which it can use to augment queries 
before searching. Context can also be used to decide whether or not to proceed with a 
search.

Data context can include its spatial coverage and an ontology of relevant terminology.

Data context: terminological ontology
Ontologies can be used to link related terms together. In data 
search agents, they:

Ÿ are specific to the data source so they can test if it is 
relevant for a query;

Ÿ include relative strengths of term links, which is useful for 
finding important search terms;

Ÿ can be automatically built for a new data source, using 
crowd-sourced resources such as Wikipedia and Google.

Case Study:  Spatial Features 
from WFS
Locates and displays features “in” or “near” a named 
region by accessing WFS data via search agents. The 
sample data in this example is bus stops and suburbs 
around Perth, Western Australia.
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